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Red, White and Blue, Our July “ To Do ”

Editor’s MisBehavings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton

( shameless plug: www.mickbmodeler.com )

“ COUNTDOWN ! ONLY 365 DAYS TO GO ”
Whitey (Login AWF8251)
HyperScale Forums
from IP address 65.99.107.189

THANK YOU WHITEY on Hyperscale
for posting this “…SHARE, Please” in
response to query there about the 2018
Nationals.
As you see, generous hosts again those
Mighty Modeler Brethren of The West,
Phoenix AZ are taking the humongous
responsibility YET AGAIN (FOURTH)
of carrying off the IPMS USA Nationals
Unlike the “ knowing critics ” who’d in
this very thread, proving again no good
deed goes unpunished; demonstrating a
complete lack of ability, tact or single
bit of evidence WHO OR HOW THEY
CAME TO KNOW HOW TO RUN A
SHOW MUCH LESS A NATIONALS,
I join with the few like Whitey and the
gent Mike Dassele (who has lived in
Phoenix 69 years and had an answer for
those who took umbrage with his humor)
to applaud that these folks cared to make
the thankless effort to do this. Knowing
like in the thread, “The dates are all so
wrong, wah, it’s too hot wah, no one is
going to make sure MY NEEDS are …
WAHWAHWAH ” typical noise yes
all part of the “ FUN ” staging these.
YET THEY DID So WE’VE a “WESTERN” NATIONALS in ONE YEAR FROM NOW to GO to THANKS AZ
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REPEATING PAST SUCCESS or JUST BEING LAZY, THEME of JULY CLUB CONTEST WORKS (from 1 )

A COLORFUL TURNOUT FOR JULY’s CLUB CONTEST TABLE

Photos: Mick Burton
Text: Mick Burton
Models: Not Mick Burton
HOW IT WAS PRESENTED & PROMOTED THIS TIME :

What this is, simply: a chance to find ANY excuse to
produce a model in any of these three primary colors
(okay, two plus a "non"), or any combo of two or
three. There is a certain Austin Powers movie series
which, oddly enough, features vehicles whom you
may still find models of ( allegedly buildable ) that
stunningly qualify. A Sox & Martin racing team fan
won't be lost for entries here. Fans of Douglas and/or
Bell “X” planes would easily find room to compete here, as would anyone who fancies patriotic themes for figures or vehicles that
are associated with the USA, France or Russia. A small technicality, ENTRIES MUST BE FINISHED TO COMPETE

For some members, this month’s theme didn’t seem to faze them in the least, although one contestant didn’t start out
that way, he’d been too long away I guess to remember how to read what’s there and not there for rules strictures  .
Having trudged through yet another stuffed work week, the Editor decided to spare the audience a repeat visit of his
own potential entries (an Austin Powers Felicity Shagwell ‘Vette, Sox & Martin ‘Cuda, Bell L-39, D-558-1 Skystreak
and of course his favorite, “Captain America decking The Red Skull”) so that he could more fiendishly, be The Judge.
Which gave him leeway to promote at the last,
this splendid surprise entry made by a pleasing
surprise visit by alumnus & dual passporter, one
David Newman , from Rosamond CA. Some of
you may know him better or only, as sole engine
of the aftermarket firm called “ Muroc Models ”
After briefly chatting with Dave before meeting
was called to order, I learned he felt his model here
didn’t quite qualify as it was primarily white, with
clearly red accents but a tiny splash of blue. Going
over the rules, I got him squared up and in game.

What this is may surprise you, perhaps not. But knowing that David’s a long time member of IPMS-AVG now, down
in Lancaster, and a valued staff persona of the Edwards AFB AFFTC Museum, would help explain perhaps how he’s
able to have such a fine rendering of the Lockheed Martin X-56A “ MUTT ” in a 1/72nd scale resin casting done here.
The X-56A is a recent addition to the “X-plane family of research vehicles”, the acronym MUTT stands for MultiUtility Technology Testbed and the whole program springs out of where else, “Skunk Works” which is the nickname
for Lockheed Martin’s Advanced Development Programs division. Birth parent of the P-80, F-104, U-2 and entirety
of the Blackbird family (A-12, M-12, F-12, SR-71) among their other earlier successes in pushing the envelope.
While it may not look as exciting to some as those aforementioned projects, what it’s working to do is just as “Sierra
Hotel” as any of them. This aircraft’s technology exploration in “suppressing flutter in aero-elastic structures” (i.e; the
latest trends in thin, long span composite material wings, etc) will be directly applicable to success in designing for the
X-54. Which is a next generation SST research vehicle for getting a means to quiet large supersonic aircraft for travel.

Jordan Li, our fourth generation SVSM’er and prolific kit
builder of great variety, managed to be able to beat traffic
coming from his summer job as an Instructor at Hiller Air
Museum to enter this contest on time !
This lovely space vehicle is Jordan’s rendering of Bandai’s
1/72nd scale kit for the Star Wars film “A-Wing Starfighter ”
Jordan used the original concept art of Ralph McQuarrie’s
for this scheme, to mighty effectiveness. A critic captured
McQuarrie’s style as pioneering “used future” aesthetic, in
which imagined “ a lived-in galaxy, gritty, dirty and in an
advance states of decay ” . Spectacular and well thought out.
Here’s a look at the art, as ref:
https://vignette2.wikia.nocookie.net/starwars/images/c/c7/MCQ-awing.jpg

Mark Schynert managed with one of his entries to work
in a “double entendre” of sorts. His 1/72nd Hobbyboss kit
of the MiG-3, is a “Red” (Soviet) airplane, as well as in
a “red, white and blue” color scheme well seen here.

Mark’s other entry again demonstrated his “No Fear” in the
approach of subject matter regardless of kit. The Special Hobby
Lockheed Orion 9R in red/white livery is not for faint hearted…

Eric McClure also has no trepidation, his GTP class Mustang and Mustang Probe successor racing cars in 1/43rd are
again, not subject matter for modelers who live in “shake the box and make it” kit worlds. Getting a smooth resin body
for laying down a smooth gloss white base coat, then finishing accent paints and decals, is working master class areas.
Greg Plummer hasn’t wasted a minute of his post Presidential period, this magnificent 1/48th Czech (Aero) L-29 is a
bit more than just that. While quite happy with the new AMK (Avantgarde Model Kit) edition of this beautiful trainer,
he opted for the Quickboost resin add on package to make it into the L-29R recce version, with tip tanks, belly cameras

A better idea of the “belly modifications” may be discerned on the left, on the right is just another “beauty shot” as
Editor has seen the original aircraft in person a few times over the years, so simply enjoys looking at them in any way.
As to how (since some always ask) this could have fit into “Red, White & Blue” contest ? A careful reading of “rules”
did make it clear insignia such as USA, Russian, France were qualifying characteristics, and DID NOT PRECLUDE
AN ENTRANT SMART ENOUGH finding “ equivalents ”. Considering the Czech’s propensity for displaying this
tricolor on their vehicles so prominently, it’s a shock to this Editor not a single Armored vehicle in Czech service was
in the contest, or that there was only one Aircraft from their vast history, also. Along with complete lack of French or
early Russian, USA , or given the upcoming Fall annual contest, Australian or RNZAF insignia’d vehicles. C’est la vie

Jim Priete managed a nice trio for entry this round,
with his Primary Color Race Car collection as it was
treated by the Judge ( hey, I said I was being “lazy” )
In the Red (with a dash of white), a Datsun 240Z
#11 car in the East African Safari race.
In the White, (with healthy splash of red), Toyota’s
2000 GT in the Carroll Shelby SCCA “CP” class for
1968 competition scheme.
In the Blue, Lancia Stratos HF “Chardonnet” like
the scheme for 1979 Monte Carlo/Tour de Corse.
NOW, ON TO THE WINNERS of “ R, W & B ”!

JULY “ R , W, & B ” THIRD PLACE for “ Ford Mustang GTP Pair ”
Eric McClure

JULY “ R , W, & B ” SECOND PLACE for “ Primary Color Race Car Trio ”
Jim Priete

JULY “ R, W, & B ” FIRST PLACE for “ Czech Recce Dolphin ”
Greg Plummer

UPCOMING EVENTS CALENDAR AS OF 08-01-17
Friday, August 11 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme “ Summer Lightning ”
Friday, August 18 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ Show Rats ”
Saturday, September 09 2017
IPMS/ Reno High Rollers host their 18th Classic at the Desert Heights Elementary, Stead, NV (fave locale)
Theme is “ Record Breakers and Famous Firsts” See their website www.renohighrollers.com for more info.
Friday, September 16 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. “Boring Fundraiser Auction No One Likes “ is Club Contest Theme
Sunday, September 17 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their show , TRI CITY THIRTEEN “AUSTRALIA” @ MCC in Milpitas
Saturday, September 30 2017
IPMS/ Orange County host their ORANGECON 2017 at CSU Fullerton, Fullerton CA. Theme is “ SEVEN ”
Saturday, October 14 2017
IPMS/ Silver Wings & USS Hornet Museum present OPEN COCKPIT DAY & Inaugural MODEL EXPO
Saturday October 28 2017
IPMS/ AVG host their Desert Classic at Antelope Valley College, Lancaster CA “The Psychedelic Sixties”
Friday, November 10 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets last “ normal ” meeting for year, Club Contest theme “ oh no, it’s 1977 all over again”
Friday, November 17 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting . Club Contest Theme is “ WATCH THE SKIES ”
Friday, December 08 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Holiday Fun
Friday, December 15 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Theme is “ Theft ” (90 plus days later will be a contest of it)
Saturday, February 03 2018
NNL WEST host 2018 NNL WEST themed “TROG” @ Santa Clara Convention Center, Great America Parkway,
Santa Clara CA. Sub themed “ Movie and TV Cars ” TROG = The Race Of Gentleman ( see website nnlwest.org )
Saturday, February 17 2018
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. SUPER AUCTION NITE
Saturday, March 31 2018 IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers host SV Classic FIVE, Theme “ Feel The Fury”

INVITES

YOU

To Join Him In Showing the Flag for SVSM

SATURDAY, AUGUST 05 2017

at “ SPIRIT OF ’45 “

HISTORY & CELEBRATION EVENT, SAN JOSE

CONTACT-Flight Leader: Chris Bucholtz , email bucholtzc@aol.com for all details/info
AND PLEASE
KNOW
THERE’s A LOT
TO
SEE AND DO AT
THIS EVENT
DON’T MISS OUT

SEEKING BUILDERS ALL for an EXCELLENT MEMBER LEAD MODEL EFFORT

PLEASE CONTACT John Carr via the Editor’s email DENS25403@MYPACKS.NET

OH NO ! NO NO NO NOT THAT. ANYTHING BUT THAT ! Oh SO SORRY KIDS BUT HERE RETURNS THE

Editor’s Mad Ravings – July’ s editor, Mick Burton (refer to www.mickbmodeler.com for full copies of items)
“ SPRING into SUMMER and MEMORIES Of NATIONALS Here Unfold ”
APRIL 1988 ( again on 30, 20, 10 thread here, with some surprises ! )
Editor Alan Wolcott, new VP Eric McClure contribute mightily to the
richness of content in this issue, no fooling. Alan reveals yet another of
those LHS (Local Hobby Shop) that you probably, like me, never knew
existed until it was already history. This one, Allen Hobbies, located in
Santa Cruz, apparently handled rare, collectible and estate purchases of
model collections, and was a one man operation. Alan also cheered on
the Yerba Buena IPMS (the other SF IPMS Chapter) after making road
trip to their meeting with Ron Vandergrift and Matt Matsushita. Meeting
Mr Tom Young of Model Aire International was one highlight of trip.
Amusing to read now but in a dark humor sense, news from Region 9
Coordinator Jim Ireland and his (to me) sadly named newsletter for R-9
“NINECOMPOOP”. The “cute” factor quickly pales and then you’re
stuck with this hideous moniker , along the lines of “NINECON” which
some for years pushed aggressively for Region Nine Regional Name…
The amusing dark humor? That REGIXMINCONPAC was given as a
“great irreverent name for this same function, namely the Regional here.

Which Ireland had just announced was awarded for 1988
to Silver Wings Chapter on basis they would hold it as a
two day event ! What is of GREAT NOTE HERE should
be taken into consideration: Silver Wings DID THREE
Model Show Hostings in 1988, the 2 Day Regional and
June, December Classics they were normally doing. I’d
say that’s pretty damned impressive in attempts by any !
We’ll learn more how all that Regional stuff ran in later
Wayback Machine. For now, just go read this old issue!
APRIL 1998- Dual Passporters Brad Chun & Lou Orselli
teamed up to produce fine cover article on a 1/48th “Owl”
Chris Bucholtz’s editorial covers preciously “ Assemblers
Vs Modelers ” hypothesis which by now was becoming the
pet rage of some. He also made a call for submissions on
“models we’d like to see” and pointed out two of his were
1/72nd scale C-97, C-123. Well, in less than 2 decades …

Noted also in this issue, Burton’s election to his 4th
time as President, Barry Bauer as VP ten years from
when he was last President (his third), Joe Fleming’s
2nd part of his Tiger I article series, Ben Pada looks
At 1/48th F-86F by Hasegawa while Brad Chun on his
own, regales with tales of new Tamiya A-1H SPAD !
Oh, the Region IX Region Convention and Contest
as blessedly now it was simply named, was hosted by
IPMS-Mt Diablo, at the Vallejo Maritime Museum !
APRIL 2008 – Editor redux Burton has only his 2nd
color cover managed of the OSS, nothing was noted
by him on this, as at the time all was still published
by master print in gray scale, copied for mailing.
Big features here in this issue: Part Two of Bill Abbott
touring us through the surviving local Bay Area Hobby
Shops, Calendar noting the 2008 Region IX Regional
(again, even better naming now)being hosted by IPMS
Kings County Scale Modelers with two co sponsors:
IPMS/Fresno Scale Modelers, IPMS/Central Valley
Scale Modelers. Theme was “The Cold War” which
was faintly ironic, due summer weather in Fresno…
Also of note, there were contests from SVSM, Yuba
City and Fremont clubs this year in our region, along
with shows in Las Vegas, San Diego, Antelope Valley
and Ontario to spoil us with choices. Little did we see
the shrinkage coming all too soon in that horizon.
MAY 1988 OSS , cover shot is then of a vintage Spitfire not
then available outright, the “FW Killer Mark 12” which had
only 100 examples produced for two squadrons. Whipping up
20 years forward, we’d be given a superb 1/72nd kitting by the
Xtrakit folks (molding by Sword) which finally provided real
relief (as Merlin Models, vac & resin conversions weren’t…)
It would be 3 more years before the spectacular bargain of
Airfix’s 1/48 Mk 12 would give that scale’s adherents a kit
in one solution. It’s nice to see your cover wishes granted…
Inside, the news not always so cheery for outcome of future
days. This cover was actually a “coupon” which Editor Alan
invited one and all to keep to use at where else, but D & J in
Campbell. The deal was spend 25 or more dollars, present the
newsletter with your address label on last page at one of the
two front counters, they’d initial it and GIVE YOU (if you
then asked) a NEW Hasegawa F-20 TigerShark in 1/72nd. A
limited time offer but also was extended to “chapter contact”
of associate member clubs, the offer was valid until June 10
1988 and there was sufficient supply to get at least 35 to be
“winners” ( roughly half of our membership roster at time)
RC-9 Jim Ireland announced the passing of IPMS Update
and consolidation into one IPMS-USA JOURNAL. Ire he
inspired in his glee expressed about “only 18” of 6400+

IPMS USA members caring about internal politics enough to declare interest in paying an extra 5 dollars a year for
dues to get a “separate publication of politics and internal wrangling of the Organization” really got Editor Wolcott
going. This Editor would heartily agree and I recommend you read this old issue and consider where things went for a
while after this “splendid result” began to take real shape in who/how/why decline eventually set into motion at “FED”
Yes, 30 years back we had 6400 plus active IPMS-USA ( “Club Fed” ) members in good standing, a lot less of them
were “short timers” and the IPMS # was pretty low still which reflected this “stability”. I had already dropped my #
after joining in 1986 at the Sacramento Silver Wings NATS and didn’t bother to retain record when I rejoined in 1995.
Which meant I had a pretty high number by then (#33509) but even now I could care to play “Low IPMS # Thumper”
game as it to me, speaks volumes all by itself why in hell this Organization is in the low 4-5000 range, with still some
questions about “retentionability” ALL THESE YEARS LATER. The infamous “Scale Modeler Mag vs IPMS HQ”
wars that date around this period didn’t help matters much, but you can do your own digging for that mess, thank you.
MAY 1998 – We are now only TWO MONTHS counting down from
IPMS USA Nationals in Santa Clara now. All the clubs involved (by
virtue of “ dual passporters ” in the IPMS-SEMICON membership
plus their own) are running strong you’ll see here. Editorial page has
Calendar of events list showing lots going on.
The Cover Article by “NACA Bob” Miller is a grand reason to visit to
read or re-read this model/history piece, as is Ben Pada’s review of the
Gotha Go-229 in 1/48 or Barry Bauer’s Academy P-47D review. But I
just had to clip this Editorial from this issue to get you reading it NOW
My apologies for having to hack it up to place it singly on the next
two pages here, but as Editors it’s not often we’re thinking “ gee in
some damn far flung decade, some other mutt is going to want to be
able to subsect this writing of mine for a “ clip ” , so I should…
Yeah. Exactly. So here in context for then & now, Chris Bucholtz
on lower left to start us off.

START HERE and THEN GO RIGHT

AND THERE YOU HAVE IT, ALL THE WAY BACK IN
the “DARK EARLY DAYS OF The Dubya-Dubya-Dubya”
Another true life slice of how “social modelling” manages to
in spite of its basis “in a solitary hobby” provide the very best
reasons to survive and we could still hope for, thrive on.
This sort of “ spooky factor ” is another splendid incentive to
attend and god forbid, even consider hosting at least once, that
Horrible, Wonderful Beast, known as the IPMS Nationals… A
great number of friends you never met can be found there 
MAY 2008 – Speaking of hosting, and the Nationals,
returned Editor Mick Burton manages to punch up short
history of how the SVSM wended the Kickoff Classic in
for its second foray of several in Santa Clara Convention
Center, less than ten years since the IPMS-SemiCon ’98
NATS. Familiar and hard working as ever folks like the
Mark McDonald, Frank Beltran and Dave Balderrama
crew shown on cover are reason it was a success. Inside
are the results in analysis and specific winner details.
Among the highlights, the Chapter of the Year Award
going to the hard charging IPMS Dragon Lady Club of
Yuba City, First Place in Collections for “Sir Reginald
Mitchell’s Finest Hour” (All Spitfires) to the Fremont
Hornets Club as their “Gruppe Build” entry, and to our
dear departed Tom “Tom’s Modelworks” Harrison, the
Tim Curtis Memorial Award for Service to SVSM. We
lost him less than a year later, to unforeseen cancer 

JUNE 1988 OSS - Our intrepid Editor Alan Wolcott again gets an
issue out even with College Finals breathing down his neck. Here
inside is also an interesting, surprising, article all about building a
model of the Chilean Battleship Almirante Lattore in 1/700th .
Likeliest big surprise of this, not fact that this 1914-16 period craft
of the “South American Battleship Wars” is the subject, no it’s that
I STILL CAN’T FIND WHO WROTE IT !. NOT A CLUE WRIT
inside, so either Alan Wolcott hid this passion for this ship model
well or someone wrote this for him and never bothered to sign off.
Some other fun bits inside, but do check this out for fun of ship.

JUNE 1998 OSS, cover showing Mark Schynert
had top honors for the Styrene Sheet that was given
at the Santa Clara IPMS Nationals, July 1-4 1998.
As you will soon learn, there was NO JULY 1998
OSS created, so this is the inaugural eve item that
provided the only local Bay Area Model Publishing
in re: local clubs at the time, as Fremont Hornets no
longer had any newsletters, nor did most of Region
Nine apparently at this juncture. Oh well.
Barry Bauer provides an excellent case for taking up
Toko’s (nowadays found in boxings by Roden &
Eastern Express ) 1/72 Bell P-63 Kingcobra kit.
Mark Hernandez gives a treatise on the “ winged ”
V-2 (actually designated in these cases as A-4b, the
A9 with the blended chine wing, and A-10 which is
two stage booster rocket system to send a “piloted”
A9 to terminus in American mainland, uh –huh !)
with the Special Hobby 1/72nd A4b & A9 buildups.
Brad Chun points out Murphy’s Law for Modelers
in his second review (this time on his own) of a 1/48
scale Focke Wulf “UHU” (Fw-189), now by MPM.
Chris wraps things up with a review on a FW-189
book and Ginter’s Naval Fighters Series on F-11F.
HOWEVER – I THINK HIS EDITORIAL DESERVES A DIRECT CLIP TO READ AGAIN TODAY, AS WELL 

JUNE 2008, Burton was NOT Editor, being spelled
thankfully by stalwart “Young William” Ferrante for
this edition.
Editor’s Ravings out on the front cover where Bill has
joy of notifying everyone who gets the newsletter of this
change in our meeting place for month of June (which
always proves mite amusing as then plenty “members”
(well, they often were, just got out of habit of paying up
dues…) would not find us at “the usual locale” since no
communications path was secured. One way to get the
point of supporting “ your ” club across, I would guess.
Now retired “real Rocket Scientist” and alumnus dual
passporter (SVSM./Fremont Hornets) Mr Bill Dye has a
lovely signature article inside on building the MiG-9L.
Burton found this royally humourous upon receipt, as
he knew well how “polite” William F was being in his
prefacing thanks to William Dye for this submission.
Young William’s first vacform was a Lavochkin La-5,
luckily for he as bad as that was to work up. Airmodel
managed to make a Yak-15 and a MiG-9 on the same
sheet (which was apropo, they were first Soviet Jets and
even first flew on same day at same field, hours apart)
That Ferrante created a winning 3-D model of MiG-9
from that sheet years ahead of the “A-Model” which
spawned a kit family that Bill Dye did his from, still is a
testament to his “master modeler” standing in my book

JULY 1988 - Alan Wolcott, Editor with lead off cover that has
something you likely would not believe used to happen a lot !
That’s correct, what you’re reading there. SJSM regularly held an
event called the “Swap and Auction”, on a Saturday, at the meet
locale (Mercury Savings in Cupertino, now long gone) as seen.
What you may not be seeing right away is HOW WE DID IT. Do
the math now with me: We have the room available for Public to
Enter from 11Am to 3Pm, vendor and club staff had access about
an hour or so ahead of that to get tables arranged, chairs set up as
first two hours were needing “free traffic lanes” so that Vendors,
Swap tablers could do their part. Then in short order, we cut off
the sales/swaps so we could swiftly do AUCTION ACTION and
then collect funds, clear out the area in “due diligent fashion” so
we didn’t lose access next we needed to meet , in last TWO hours
That’s right, we sold you table or half table at 15 or 8 bucks for a
TWO HOUR SALE WINDOW. If you are ever a Vendor Chair for a
club these days, ask someone how they’d feel doing that nowadays…
We used to raise most of the money for doing the contest from this,
costs have skyrocketed and “reasonable charges” never could catch up.
Now financial model is basically “deficit w/ good cash flow gaming”.

JULY 1998 - NO SUCH Animal , anyone who was
directly involved with the July1-4 1998 Nationals had
no problem figuring out that “no publication month”
rationale. Took a while for reactor to cool down and all.
JULY 2008 - Now Burton is closing in on his first year as
returned Editor, pleased to have a two part Auto Article for
summer ten years after the Santa Clara Nats that now has a
full span of Original Styrene Sheets to cover the period. It
is also nice to publish the color cover which again at time
was not how most of the membership saw this edition. The
“E-dition” OSS was just becoming a reality as folks got a
look again at what Newsletter looked like to the Editors, as
John Heck previewed several issues by having PDFs placed
on SVSM Official Website back in 2004, 2005. Later those
were removed for Web Editor’s reasons, never returned as
it worked out, and this Editor was just working out how to
be reliably publishing a PDF he could email for testing out.
It would not be until 2009 that the “Per-dition” was being
replaced for some with the “E-dition” by Editor Burton, as
those who asked to could swap from print to email versions
This was a lifeline in several ways and managed to prolong
timespan the expensive & time consuming print edition was
to have. It would not be until this Editor got his own site to
post his Archives that many would be seeing these old OSS
issues in any of the color they had ( last 2007, all 2008 thru
2012, as by March 2013 went wholly Electronic Published)
AUGUST 1988 – Yes, this month’s WayBack Machine is a
LARGE SLUG OF MONTHS looking across span 30 years,
a more ambitious project than originally Editor forecast even.
However for cohesion, really necessary and we are near for
this edition, the close for the discussion. Being long time fan
of all matters Northrop, pleasing to place a Black Widow at
the exit path with cover of another “Wolcott’s Wonder” issue
Alan and his Dahlia were both ambitious, caring , vibrant
and more complex folk than many ever realized, but at core,
both loved outdoors and classy auto, competitive auto stuff
in 1/1 more than anything. Alan’s work as Editor pleased he
and she, their work sharing in all things SJSM was valuable
and their NNL community brethren had even more of them !
I am taking this moment in this summer point nearly 30 yrs
back to reflect on them for those who never knew them as I,
others did, to note they had values that are scarce resources.
Alan was not an aircraft guy, although he had plenty of them
in his collection of unbuilt models, I know. Dahlia didn’t at
all care for the models all that much per se, she just enjoyed
how we all did and the community sharing. In the spring of
’89, Alan would be freed of Editorship for SJSM and yet his
wife carried on as Treasurer, taking over for their mutual pal
Rex Barden whom many know today only for “NNL West”

So many folks have made sure we were here today, yet don’t get credit for “going beyond themselves” to make that be
In a moment, we’re going to go ten years ahead and already the “effect” of that sort of short sheeting resources shows!
August 1998 – While this issue is dear to this Editor as
his article is on cover, and it’s first one after the ’98 bit
he was part of, more over it’s because of pieces I clipped
to illustrate “the cost of not being the same caliber as the
Ones we know or knew” which is not always appreciated.
For why I call “Club Fed”for IPMS –USA, read from here

Oh yes, “ The E Board” of the Club Fed is like us, volunteers. I don’t forget that, but I dealt directly long time with
some of these folks at that point enough to know when “BS” is not a degree after their names. Here’s results of that.
In same issue, another limp, spineless reply to us all…from the
same “HQ” that prided itself on “accomplishments”… BS !!!!

Oh yes, I am totally aware, more sides to every
story. It is merely that the “ HQ apologists “ are for
the most part, the ones listened to or heard from. As
such, “nothing changes, who knows why” answered.
Fortunately many years later, at least one Ron Bell,
who was another person in the background of all the
heat generated in that ’97-98 time frame, sits at the
Head of the Table at Club Fed now. Ron’s already
gone on, done things he should be remembered for,
get credit for doing, and just as I write this up, put a
straight up answer to “ who won 2020 NATS Bid ”
on the IPMS USA Forums tonite. Thanks to his early
Executive Action, fact that NO ONE DID , SINCE
NO ONE BID is no cause for alarm. His direction to
open up “3 year out bids” since it wasn’t prohibited
to do so, only NO ONE EVER DID IT, JUST JAW
BONED IT TO DEATH AS GOOD IDEA ( sound
at all familiar? ) made it possible over a year later to
have all knowing that AZ in 2018, TN in 2019 in the
bag, so only more time to get some real bids for the
next show time summer. THANK YOU PREZ RON
Nice contrast to “I had to announce at the dinner
that blah blah …conforms to our Constitution…blah
blah…sorry it caused as much disappointment ” bit
that passed for “ Executive ” action , isn’t it ? Or not
being bothered to choose us an RC in timely way ?
AUGUST 2008 – NNL West “driving force” and SVSM’er Andy Kellock completes his lovely tale of two Cobras
Later in this issue, you find out that Andy had a sweet Airfix “FORD” and NASCAR “Bird” on the table for Editor’s
odd but well received, “MiGs, Mopars and Marines” Club Contest. His Ford was a USMC F4D-1 Skyray for that end
of the contest, and of course the red # 71 Superbird was there as his “Mopar” entry.
Shockingly missing from inside here is any controversies or contrariness about how “Club Fed” runs or runs aground,
but then give “The Eternal Contrarian” another month to compile a “WayBack” research stack he’ll manage to grind 
OKAY THAT WILL WRAP UP THIS LATE IN PUBLISHING JULY 2017 TAMS “ WAYBACK MACHINE ”
OF COURSE I do encourage one & all to visit “ARCHIVE SVSM Editor Mick B ” page, where all PDFs for this post
Located directly at http://www.mickbmodeler.com/editor-svsm-archive.php, the current Time Travel is on lower half.
Meanwhile, Good fortune & Good Friends are always worth repeat visits so in that spirit, a look back at Phoenix ‘83
Tim Curtis’s 1/72 Oscar Collection took Hasegawa Silver Award !
Dave Newman’s NASA U-2 , a 3rd Place in the NATS, good job
Doug Stuart, Editor took a 3rd too!
There were
6 “stalwarts”
from South
Bay at first
Phoenix Nats
Can we match
that in 2018 ?

2017 USS Hornet / Silver Wings Model Expo Contest Categories:
Biplanes, All Scales, All Eras
Single Engine Prop 1/72 and Smaller
Single Engine Prop 1/48
Aircraft 1/32 and Larger, All Eras
Multi Engine Prop, All Eras, All Scales
Jets 1/72 and Smaller
Jets 1/48
Rotary Wing, All Eras, All Scales
Military Vehicles, Soft Skin, Wheeled and Track, All Eras, All Scales
Military Vehicles, Armored, Wheeled, and Semi-Tracked, All Eras, All Scales
Military Vehicles, Armored, Fully Tracked, All Eras, All Scales
Artillery, All Scales, All Eras
Diorama
Figures, All Scales, All Eras
Civilian Vehicles, Stock
Civilian Vehicles, Custom
Civilian Vehicles, Competition
Motorcycles
Ships, All Scales, All Eras
Railroad, All Scales, All Eras
Sci-Fi, Space Fact and Fantasy
Junior Models, All Scales, All Eras (11-16 yrs)
Sub Junior Models, All Scales, All Eras (up to 10 yrs)
Out of the Box, All Scales
Miscellaneous
Special Category (Theme)
Collections
Civilian Airliners, All Scales, All Eras

MARK CALENDARS
FOR A NEW DATE FOR
DESERT CLASSIC EVENT

SATURDAY OCTOBER 28 2017
ANTELOPE VALLEY COLLEGE, LANCASTER CA
DESERT CLASSIC # 21
THEME IS “ The PSYCHEDELIC SIXTIES ”
ALSO FEATURING ANOTHER ROUND OF SPECIAL CATEGORY

JURASSIC PLASTIC !

LITTLE OUTLINES of CLUB CONTESTS for YEAR 2017
SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST AUGUST “ Show Rats ”
Original inspiration for this contest,
was then President Greg Plummer's
fine looking Rat Rod-ified Pickup
model at an SVSM meeting table.
Saying it was finished " a little too
pretty to be a true Rat Rod, more like
a Show version "
Ergo, thinks the Editor, shooting pictures, thus it's a "Show Rat ", no?
Well, of course, the whole concept has multiplied like what else, rats, into a veritable rat's
nest of what have you means to give some fun variety here.
Simplest versions for entry: Any "Rat Rod" you'd say is " too pretty for the street, more in style for
presentation at a Show ( in real life context ) ", any Ed " Big Daddy " Roth creation, as he was
father/creator of "Rat Fink" and a whole host of "Rat" related items thusly.

Not a Car or Hot Rod modeler?
The next simplest accepted means for entry: Any version Polikarpov I-16 aircraft, as one popular
nickname among others for it, " Rata "
After this point, it only gets mildly more complex for a wee while:
There's any number of automotive methods one can build to enter:
"Swamp Rat" Don Garlits driven cars (mostly drag racers), any cars
using "Rat Motors" aka Big Block 2nd Gen Chevy engines.
"Rat Bikes" are a recognized form of motorcycles that could easily be
modeled. Their cousins, "Survival Bikes" will be considered eligible.
For now, the more esoteric means to enter are these suggestions: The
US Navy had the "Brown Water Navy" in Vietnam, there were several
"Swamp Rats" and "River Rats" to be found among their numbers in
PBRs and other equipment that can be modeled.
Same goes for the "Tunnel Rats" who could be figure or bust models. Those also can include ANZACs of
Cu Chi tunnel ops, eligible directly for a bigger Contest coming only a month from this :TriCity 13, "Australia"
Surely, some of you can "rat your mind" around some way to play here...

SVSM MEMBER’s CONTEST OCTOBER

“

Monsters & ‘Magination ”

What this is, simply: ANY Horror or Science Fiction
subject, nothing restrictive other than that in entry terms.
Oh ! But for a small technicality,
ENTRIES MUST BE FINISHED TO COMPETE

SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST NOVEMBER

Say what ???

How on Earth does a Flying Saucer, the
Arado AR-234 and two versions of P-38 “Lightning” mesh
for even a legendary for their “ Mr Fantastic” Stretch, SVSM
Club Contest ? Rock simple and fiendishly stellar in scope,
BECAUSE they all relate in an “ atmospheric or skyborne”
fashion. Any Scale, Any Type subject as long as it’s tied to
Atmosphere (weather related items are easy and wide range)
Or Day or Night Sky (So of course UFOs, Flying Disks, or
“Constellations”, “visible Planets & Stars, Heavenly Bodies”
(So Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn related, Polaris, for some)
Remember, November is traditional “End All and Be All”
Club Contest, so Editor tries to make a fun and wide scope
Possible for this particular month, last “regular” meeting
A small technicality, ENTRIES MUST BE FINISHED TO
COMPETE

“

WATCH THE SKIES ”

STILL COMING UP IN AN AFTERMARKET NEAR YOU ! AUG Club Contest News
PLUS

Another bunch of stuff the Editor managed to toss together 
====================================================================================
PLEASE SHARE THE JOY OF OUR HOBBY AND FRIENDS
Because it seems sometimes more than a few forget this :
THE ONE TRUE RULE OF MODELLING (if ever there is).
If you’re having fun,
Then you’re doing it right.

